Newsletter MamboViewpoint January 2016
Dear donors, volunteers and other sympathisers of MamboViewpoint,
Clean Politics
After our new years’ wishes we are sending you a next message in a new and exciting year. After John Maguguli became
President of Tanzania in November 2015, developments have been accelerated. Corruption, the number one impediment
towards development according to us, is being addressed! Not only in political correct language, but also in real deeds. We are
experiencing decided progress. Each week new activities take place: NGOs that are only in business to receive money without
actual contributing towards development are being closed. Government officials who are involved in corruption or not present at
work are being fired. Expensive foreign trips by civil servants and politicians have been cancelled. Numerous ambitious projects
for clean and accessible drinking water and for good healthcare for all Tanzanians are formed. These developments are putting
us in a hopeful mood. We feel very supported.
Clean drinking water
During the last months in 2015 several extra water pumps have been installed. Hundreds of people have access to better
drinking water. Hence they will become ill less often. We hope to realise more pumps in 2016.
Furthermore the well for the pipeline has been improved in order that water will remain available longer in the dry season.

the renewed water well

drumlessons at MamboViewpoint

Music
The new year had a good start with the visit of three Dutch musicians who had sent several musical instruments in advance by
shipping container. During three weeks, the last part of the school holidays, Mambo was a delight and feast for ears and eyes.
Several musical talents were spotted. The idea is to form a musical group that will accompany the circus acts.
Healthcare
In the mean while the first volunteer for the healthcare project has arrived. A new group of TBAs (Traditional Birth Attendants) is
being trained and later on the health committee will receive training and supervision. Furthermore a real doctor will train the staff
of the dispensaries in the surroundings.

Following MamboViewpoint
Read more about realised and planned projects on:
http://www.mamboviewpoint.org/MamboViewPointMain/Projects.htm
For more information also visit www.MambosteunPunt.org
For constant news on activities see:
www.facebook.com/mamboviewpoint
donations
MamboSteunPunt has a ANBI recognition (concering Dutch taxes)
Account number NL45 TRIO 390450030
(Triodosbank Netherlands)
to Stichting MamboSteunpunt
SWIFT code:TRIONL2U,
IBAN: NL45 TRIO 0390 4500 30
TBA training in Mambo
Donations
To accomplish all the projects lots of money is necessary. We would like to appeal to you once more with a request to send a gift
to the foundation. You can be certain your money will be fully spend on the chosen project. Overhead costs are minimalised due
to the work with expert volunteers only. In case you already made a contribution, we thank you gratefully for your gift!!
Greetings, Herman Erdtsieck, Marion Neidt and all other members of the foundation.

